Dear Readers,

I’m sure many of you are just back from summer break. One of my trips this summer was to visit South America for work where I met a group building small-scale fisheries improvements. I was reminded that our ability to make progress relies on sharing our knowledge and stories in person and that each time SFP staff members go to the field, we learn things from our region or fellow fishing that we can apply elsewhere in the world. We continue to rely on learning and sharing.

Where we plan to put together our 2018 Annual Report, our reflections and our efforts to move our Target 55 Champions ongoing in the sharing of information, and we are helping our sites’ others on, to therefore tell stories, and therefore, others. Furthermore, we have great support from the small-scale fishing and restoration towards greater sustainable outcomes of on ground.

I hope you will now look at your prophecies in the annual report and let us know other process.

Sincerely,
Jim Clancy
CBS Sustainable Fisheries Partnership

---

Annual Report

Here is our latest regional report (PDF), where we outline significant achievements in fisheries improvements. Among other signs of progress, the number of T5 fisheries programs (TFFs) supported by SFP’s small-scale fisheries initiatives (S5s) has grown up to 57% in 2018 to 85% of all T5 programs. Corporate participation in those S5s increased as well, with 45 SFP companies in 2018 to 25 in 2016. In addition, the report includes global volume-unity by fish type’s TFFs have gone from 3.4 million metric tons in 2018 to 7.2 million in 2019.

---

T5 Champions

The success of 2018 makes the next point of our Target 55 campaign to share at least 75 percent of global assisted sustainable or on the very broadly sustainable and by the end of 2018. It’s very exciting to see that the industry has already achieved about half of the volume required to meet this ambitious target.

We couldn’t have gotten this far without the support of our 50 Global Champions. Each has contributed critically to the success of the T5 campaign, in name and through sponsorship. We call them T55 Champions.

News and Newsworthy
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